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Client Meeting Remarks  
Client: Peter G. Burki, CEO, LifeCare 
Event:  LifeCare’s 8th Annual Key Clients Meeting, Opening Session, Day 1 
 
 

(As you speak, the standard LifeCare logo 
will be visible on the screen behind you) 

 
 
Good morning, everyone!  I’m delighted to see you all here for the start of 
our eighth annual conference. 
 
For those of you who made it to dinner last night, I really enjoyed catching 
up with many of you. 
 
And for those who couldn’t make it … well … you missed a really great 
night.  It was Karaoke night!  And my brother Jeff LOVES to sing. 
 
Actually, he was pretty good.  But Jeff … really … 13 verses of “It’s 
Raining Men!” 
 
Can you mix up a little next time, bro? 
 
 

(BRIEF PAUSE) 
 
 
• As I mentioned, this is our eighth annual conference. 
 
• Think about that … EIGHT conferences together.  In my book, that’s a 

significant achievement! 
 
• In fact, the number 8 is significant in many ways: 
 

Ø In dream interpretation, 8 symbolizes perfect balance. 
 
Ø In a variety of religions, 8 signifies regeneration or rebirth. 

 
Ø In some Asian cultures, 8 symbolizes prosperity and great fortune. 
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Ø And in numerology, 8 denotes success and leadership. 

 
• All of these meanings apply to this annual gathering. 
 
• Perfect Balance … 
 

While we might not ever achieve perfection … perfect balance has 
always been the goal of our work/life industry.  We work together to 
help employees find the ideal balance between their personal and 
professional lives. 

 
• Regeneration … 
 

I don’t know about you … but I always feel regenerated and re-
energized after we spend time together. 
 
Your thoughts and opinions … your insights into people’s work/life 
challenges … and your open and honest participation here … all of 
these help to give me fresh perspectives on LifeCare and the services 
we provide. 

 
• Prosperity … 
 

One of the great rewards of this meeting is the exchange of 
information and ideas that takes place.  I hope that you believe – as I 
do – that our time together is a significant contributor to the growth 
and prosperity of your work/life programs. 

 
• Success and leadership … 
 

You and your organizations represent the real leaders in our industry:  
those who are firmly committed to providing supportive work 
environments … and to improving the lives of their employees. 
 
I also believe that those of you who make time for this gathering also 
realize that the success of your organizations depends on giving 
employees the tools they need to be truly productive and effective.  
Work/life programs are definitely among those tools. 
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• So … put it all together and I think it’s easy to see why this conference is 

so important. 
 
 

(PAUSE) 
 
 
• There’s another reason I’m particularly proud of this year’s event. 
 
• It marks a true LifeCare milestone … 
 
 

(Logo on screen behind you changes from 
standard logo to the new 20th anniversary logo) 

 
 
• Our 20th Anniversary! 
 
• That’s two decades of commitment to work/life progress. 
 
• I’ll have more to say about that later tonight.  For now, let me just say 

how proud I am that we’re 20 years old. 
 
• We’ve outlasted Seinfeld … grunge rock … Sex and the City … and all 

of J-Lo’s marriages. 
 
• And we owe it all to you.  Without your support and partnership, 

LifeCare simply wouldn’t exist. 
 
• So I want to thank YOU for two full decades of great progress and 

success! 
 
 

(LEAD APPLAUSE) 
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• As always, we have two days packed with presentations and panel 
discussions.  But we’ve also built in ample down-time for you to relax … 
digest what we’ve discussed … and do some networking on your own. 

 
• As I looked over today’s agenda, I was struck by how proactive and how 

forward-thinking our industry has become. 
 
• Just look at today’s topics … 
 

Ø Tom Carey will talk about work/life ROI and some creative ways 
to enhance utilization … 

 
Ø James Weil, Helene Bergman and Matt Sydney will report on the 

latest research around Geriatric Care Management … 
 

Ø Nelia Infante will talk about Bank of America’s experience 
regarding an integrated strategy for delivering health and wellness 
benefits to employees … 

 
Ø Then, the LifeCare team of Gary Guiser, Tom Moore, and Anissa 

Polverari will bring you the latest on our quality trends and 
innovations … 

 
Ø And finally today … Abigail Trafford will speak to us about her 

book, My Time: Making the Most of the Rest of Your Life. 
 
• Every single one of those topics is future-focused.  They’re all aimed at 

one goal:  to get us thinking and acting ahead of the curve. 
 
Ø Work/life ROI, for instance … it’s all about measuring your 

programs now and determining how to get the most out of them 
going forward. 

 
Ø Geriatric Care Management is a critical trend -- especially with 

America’s workforce aging rapidly.  Companies that wait another 
couple of years to focus on this will be too late. 

 
Ø An integrated approach to delivering health and wellness services 

is, without question, where we’re all headed.  When and how we 
get there … well, those are the challenges. 
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Ø Abigail’s entire book is dedicated to looking ahead at the rest of 

our lives. 
 

Ø And our trends and innovations presentation is our way of making 
sure you know what LifeCare is doing to support your efforts to 
stay ahead of the curve … and what we’re doing to stay ahead of 
our competitors in terms of quality and service. 

 
 

(SLIGHT PAUSE) 
 
 
• Tomorrow’s agenda is equally “future-focused.” 

 
• We’ll have a panel discussion on Creating a Culture of Support … and 

then Donna Klein will tell us about Corporate Voices for Working 
Families and how that organization is raising national support for family-
related policies and legislation. 

 
 
Closing 
 
• Now, before I turn the meeting over to our first speaker … I want to 

update you on a personal matter. 
  
• Those of you who were here last year might recall that I had become a 

father just a few months prior to our meeting. 
 
• I think I even remember showing off a few pictures of my son, Bennett. 
 
• So I wanted you all to see the latest photo of Bennett … 
 
 

(Cover of new edition of WORKLIFE Matters magazine 
appears on screen behind you) 
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• There he is … trying to push the old man aside already! 
 
• Honestly … I don’t know anyone who looks that good in a striped tie and 

a diaper.  Kind of gives a whole new meaning to “business casual” attire, 
doesn’t it? 

 
• Actually, that’s the cover photo of the Spring issue of WORKLIFE 

Matters magazine. 
 
• The feature story is about LifeCare, our 20-year history, and how the 

work/life industry was founded.  It’s a terrific story and we’ve included a 
free copy of the magazine in your goodie bag.  So check it out. 

 
 

(PAUSE) 
 
 
• I want to thank you all again for for taking time out of your busy 

schedules to be here.  Your presence is not only appreciated, it’s also 
CRUCIAL. 

 
• There is simply no substitute for coming together like this -- for meeting 

and talking face to face.  I hope you feel the same way. 
 
• Alright, it’s time to hear from our first presenter -- Tom Carey, Vice 

President of Sales and Government Business for LifeCare. 
 
• He’s going to talk to us about proving the value of your work/life 

program to senior management. 
 
• Tom … 


